In this paper, the Newton-Anderson method, which results from applying an extrapolation technique known as Anderson acceleration to Newton's method, is shown both analytically and numerically to provide superlinear convergence to non-simple roots of scalar equations. The method requires neither a priori knowledge of the multiplicities of the roots, nor computation of any additional function evaluations or derivatives.
Introduction.
Solving nonlinear equations is a problem of fundamental importance in numerical analysis, and across many areas of science, engineering, finance and mathematics. In general, solving nonlinear equations is an iterative process, accomplished by generating a sequence of approximations to the solution. One of the most common methods of obtaining a solution to the nonlinear problem f (x) = 0 is Newton's method, in which the sequence of approximations to a zero of f is generated, given some initial x 0 , by
The purpose of this manuscript is to introduce for functions f : R → R, the sequence where given x 0 , x 1 is found by (1) , then for k ≥ 1, x k+1 is generated by
It will be shown that the iterative scheme (2) gives fast (superlinear) convergence to roots of multiplicity p > 1, where the Newton method gives only slower linear convergence. It will also be shown how this sequence is the result of applying an extrapolation method known as Anderson acceleration [1] to the Newton iteration (1). Newton's method is well-known for its quadratic convergence to simple zeros, supposing the iteration is started close enough to some root of a function f . However, some problems may have non-simple (higher multiplicity) roots. For a root c of multiplicity p > 1, Newton's method converges only linearly, and lim k→∞ |x k+1 − c|/|x k − c| = 1 − 1/p, [2, Section 6.3] . A modified Newton method
can be seen to restore quadratic convergence. However, this requires knowledge of the multiplicity p of the root which is generally a priori unknown. Even if p is unknown, it may be approximated in the course of the iterative process. One method that does just that is introduced in [2, Section 6.6.2] whereby
gives an approximate or adaptive modified Newton method with p 0 = 1 and for k ≥ 1,
where p k is recomputed on each iteration where the convergence rate is sufficiently stable (see [2, Program 56] ). The method (2) introduced here uses a different approximation to p k , and will be shown to compare favorably to the adaptive method of [2] in the numerical tests of Section 4.
Finally it is remarked that another approach to quadratic convergence for non-simple roots discussed in for instance [3] is a modified Newton-Raphson method
which bears close resemblence to Halley's method [4] . However, the computation of the second derivative may be considered unnecessarily laborious as it will be seen in Section 4 that the superlinear convergence of the method (2) introduced here converges very nearly as fast as the modified Newton method (3) but without the a priori knowledge of the multiplicity of the zero.
Anderson accelerating Newton's method.
To understand the derivation of the method (2), the Anderson acceleration algorithm for fixed-point iterations is next introduced. This method, which uses a history of the m + 1 most recent iterates and update steps to define the next iterate, was introduced by D. G. Anderson in 1965 [1] in the context of integral equations. It has since increased in popularity and become known as an effective method for improving the convergence rate of fixed-point iterations x k+1 = φ(x k ), and is used in many applications in scientific computing [5, 6, 7] . The basic Anderson acceleration algorithm with depth m (without damping) applied to the fixed-point problem φ(x) = x for φ : R n → R n , is shown below. To clarify how it is applied to a Newton iteration, the following notation is introduced. The fixed-point iteration may be written as 
A discussion on what norm might be used for the optimization in Algorithm 1, and how the minimization problem is solved, can be found in [7] . In the present context of finding a zero of f : R → R, one only needs consider depth m = 1 (m = 0 is the original fixed-point iteration), and the optimization step reduces to solving a linear equation.
Scalar Newton-Anderson
In the scalar case, f : R → R, the optimization problem in Algorithm 1 reduces to a linear equation for a single coefficient,
Then the accelerated iterate x k+1 , for k ≥ 1 is given by
If the fixed-point scheme
, which results in the secant method. If the Newton method (1) is accelerated, then plugging in
. It is remarked here that for f : R n → R n , (or a more general normed vector space) the Anderson Algorithm 1 applied to w k+1 = f (x k ) results in a method shown to be a type of multi-secant method [8, 9] , as compared to the standard secant method in the scalar case. One of the motivations for looking at the scalar version of Algorithm 1 applied to the Newton method was to understand the method in this simpler setting to gain insight into its use in a more general setting. As a result of this investigation, and as demonstrated in [10] , it was found for f : R n → R n , the Newton-Anderson method can provide superlinear convergence to solutions of degenerate problems, those whose Jacobians are singular at a solution (and for which Newton converges only linearly), as well as nondegenerate problems (where Newton converges quadratically). This paper focuses on f : R → R, and provides analytical and numerical results to characterize the scalar case. Next, the Newton-Anderson rootfinding method is summarized, then its convergence properties are analyzed in the section that follows.
Algorithm 2. (Newton-Anderson rootfinding method)
3. Rootfinding.
To give further insight into the main result, a trivial case is first considered. The Newton method (1) finds the zero of f (x) = ax − b, or in monic form f (x) = x − c, exactly in one step. Similarly, it is easily seen that Algorithm 2 locates the zero of f (x) = (x − c) p with p > 0 and p 1 after the first optimization step: that is, x 2 = c, if the operations are performed in exact arithmetic. The modified Newton method (3) has a similar property: assuming p is known, then given x 0 , the first iterate
However, one might also show that for f : R n → R n defined by an n × n invertible matrix A, and b ∈ R n , the system of n equations given by
for exponents p i > 0, is solved after the first full optimization step of Algorithm (1) with depth m applied to iteration (1) if there are exactly m distinct exponents p i , i = 1, . . . , n (a numerical demonstration of this is shown in [10] ).
Next, a more general scalar problem is considered. Suppose c is a non-simple root of a function
, p > 1, for some function g which is assumed not to have a zero (or pole) in some neighborhood of c. The following lemma shows the Newton-Anderson rootfinding method approximates the modified Newton method (3); and, it makes a precise statement regarding how (x k+1 −x k )/w k+1 = (x k −x k−1 )/(w k+1 −w k ), provides an approximation to the multiplicity of the zero of f at x = c. The theorem that follows provides a local convergence analysis of Algorithm 2.
An alternative approach to the analysis might be to exploit the interpretation of (4) as a secant method used to find the (simple) zero of − f (x)/ f ′ (x), yielding the usual order of convergence for the secant method, (1 + √ 5)/2. The results that follow, however, give a direct proof that the method has an order of convergence of at least (1 + √ 5)/2; and, show that it gives an accurate approximation to the multiplicity of the root (also demonstrated numerically in Section 4), which can be of use if deflation is used to find additional roots. To fix some notation for the remainder of this section, let e(x) = c − x, and let
Define the constants
, and M 1 = max
and |e(x)| < M 
The hypotheses on g maintain that g is reasonably smooth and does not have a zero in the vicinity of c.
Proof. The Newton update step is
, the update step from Algorithm 2 reads as
with
, the first two derivatives are given by
Writing
, by which (7) reduces to
Applying the expansions of f ′ and f ′′ from (8), cancelling common factors of e(x) p−2 and simplifying allows
.
By hypothesis, x k and x k−1 are in N 0 which implies η k ∈ I k ⊂ N 0 , so the denominator of the right hand side of (9) is of the form 1 + α with |α| < 1. Expanding the denominator in a geometric series shows that
This shows there is an η k ∈ I k for which the update (7) of Algorithm 2 satisfies (6).
Remark 1.
The adaptive method of [2, (6.39)-(6.40)] and the current method both take the form x k+1 = x k + p k w k+1 , so it makes sense to compare the two expressions for p k . Letting {y k } represent the sequence generated by [2, (6.39)-(6.40)], and setting
, the resulting iteration may be written
which differs from update (7) of Algorithm 2 both in terms of the set of iterates used in the numerator of p k : {y k−1 , y k−2 } compared to {x k , x k−1 }; and, in the form of the denominator p k−1 w k − p k−2 w k−1 as opposed to w k+1 − w k . As such, p k of the adaptive scheme appears more complicated to analyze as an approximation to p, and the two methods will only be compared numerically, in the two examples of Section 4.
The previous Lemma 1 shows the update step of Algorithm 2 is of the form x k+1 = x k + p k w k where p k → p so long as x k → c. The next theorem shows that x k → c, and that the order of convergence is greater than one (and, in fact, no worse than (1 + √ 5)/2). 
Similarly to the computations of the previous lemma
, which together with (11) shows
For x k ∈ N 0 the denominator of (12) can be expanded as a geometric series to obtain
For x k and x k−1 in N 1 ⊂ N 0 , the results of Lemma 1 hold, and applying the resulting expansion of p k to (13) shows
for some η k ∈ I k . Multiplying out terms in (14) shows the error satisfies
which, for x k , x k−1 in an interval N * ⊆ N 1 , shows the iterates stay in N * , and converge superlinearly to c.
The standard secant method, when used to approximate a simple root, has an order of convergence of (1 + √ 5)/2, and the lowest order term in its error expansion is multiple of e(x k )e(x k−1 ). From (15), the lowest order term in the error expansion of Newton-Anderson, when approaching a higher-multiplicity root, is a multiple of e(x k )e(η k ), where η k (from a mean value theorem) is between x k and x k−1 . This implies the order of convergence for the method is at least (1 + √ 5)/2, and generally less than 2 unless g ′ /g → 0.
Numerical examples
In this section, some numerical examples are given to illustrate the efficiency of the Newton-Anderson rootfinding method. In these examples, the proposed method, Algorithm 2, is compared with the Newton method (1), the modified Newton method (3) (assuming a priori knowledge of the multiplicity p of the zero), and the adaptive method of [2, Section 6.6.2], implemented as described therein. Additionally, results are shown for the secant method (using x 0 as stated, and x −1 = x 0 − 10 −3 ), and the predictor-corrector (PC) Newton method of [11] . The secant method is included because, as shown in (4), scalar Newton-Anderson can be interpreted as a secant method applied to the Newton update step, or a secant method to find the zero of w(x) = − f (x)/ f ′ (x). The predictor-corrector method (which was designed to accelerate Newton's method for simple roots only) comparatively demonstrates the robustness of NewtonAnderson, which performs comparably in each case tested. In contrast, the predictor-corrector method outperforms the Newton and secant methods in the first example, and is outperformed by both of them in the second.
Example 1
The first example is taken from [2, Example 6.11] . The problem tested is finding the zero of f (x) = (x 2 − 1) q log x, which has a zero of multiplicity p = q + 1 at x = 1. The condition to exit the iterations are those from [2, Example 6.11], namely |x k+1 − x k | < 10 −10 . The iteration counts starting from x 0 = 0.8 (for standard, adaptive and modifed Newton methods) agree with those stated in [2] . Tables 1-2 show the respective iteration counts for q = {2, 6} for each method starting from initial iterates x 0 = {0.8, 2, 10}. The final value of p k is shown in parentheses after the iteration count for the Newton-Anderson and adaptive Newton methods.
Consistent with the analysis from Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, the performance of the Newton-Anderson method is linked to its accurate approximation of the root's multiplicity. For the result below in Tables 1-2 
Example 2
The second example concerns finding the zero of f (x) = (x − 2) 6 exp(−(x − 2) 2 /2), which has a zero of multiplicity 6 at x = 2. The first 30 differences between consecutive iterates |x k+1 − x k | are shown below in Figure 1 starting each iteration from the initial x 0 = {0, 1}. For this problem the modified Newton method converges in two fewer iterations than Newton-Anderson (12 less than the adaptive method) starting from x 0 = 1, however it fails to converge starting from x 0 = 0 (it is attracted to the asymptotic zero as x → ∞). The Newton-Anderson method has comparable performance and converges to the same zero in both cases, as do the remaining methods, although their convergence is substantially slower.
Numerical order of convergence
To demonstrate the order of convergence of Newton-Anderson for some instances of each problem, the sequence of approximate convergence orders q k = log |x k −c|/ log |x k−1 −c| is shown below in first example behave essentially as predicted, generally staying in the range ((1 + √ 5)/2, 2), whereas the approximate convergence orders from the second example are generally above 2. This can be easily understood however as the constant in front of the lowest order term of (15) is a multiple of g ′ (η k )/g(η k ), which for g(x) = exp(−(x − 2) 2 /2), goes to zero as x approaches c = 2.
Conclusion
The purpose of this discussion is to understand the iteration derived from applying Anderson acceleration to a scalar Newton iteration. The resulting Newton-Anderson rootfinding method is shown to approximate a modified Newton method that yields quadratic convergence to non-simple roots. The presented method does not require a priori knowledge of the multiplicity of the root, nor does it require additional function evaluations or the computation of additional derivatives. The convergence analysis of the Newton-Anderson method demonstrates a local order of convergence of at least (1 + √ 5)/2. The numerical examples demonstrate this and show iteration counts close to that of the modified Newton method, and with less sensitivity to the initial guess. In comparison with the adaptive Newton method of [2] designed to accomplish the same task, the implementation is simpler as additional heuristics are not involved, and on the examples tested, convergence is faster as a more accurate approximation of the root's multiplicity is attained. Altogether this makes the Newton-Anderson rootfinding method worthy of consideration in situations involving non-simple roots.
